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here is some problems with the cs5. first its not fit for all macs so if you are running on a mac use

the win7 version. second, you can upgrade to cs6, which is actually free, but you will have to
download the "add-ons" or "upgrades" which i will explain later. third the options are no longer drop

down lists, you have to click on the box and start typing your choices. fourth, the box is now
clickable, and you have to click outside of the box to finish filling it out. it is even more important to
click outside of the boxes now. and they have eliminated the file to import. now you have to go to

the drop down box and select the file that you want to import and add it in. this is slow and
annoying. here is my note on this section of the video. this took me a lot more time than originally
anticipated. it’s actually about a year since i started this project, which i worked on in semi-passive

mode. my friend and i thought up the idea about a year ago and wrote a couple of “working” demos.
we spent about two years revising the idea and getting it more refined, then about a year and some

change for designing, testing and implementing. i’m especially proud of the structure and
organization of this app since it’s largely done by myself using very little helper code. i wrote the app
and the helper, used the demo i wrote for testing and used a cut-down version of my modular loader.

this includes many things not yet in pique, including the ability to replay audio and video, and an
extended advanced traversal tool for each version (9-10), the #1 most requested feature from the

montezuma version. this tool allows you to traverse an entire file in a recursive fashion (much like a
version control system) while keeping track of the current file, current object/track, and the various
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objects in the same directory. for instance, for level01, you can easily backtrack to file/level and loop
through each of the “trackx” objects on that track.
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